Linearizability is the gold standard among algorithm designers for deducing the correctness of a distributed algorithm using implemented shared objects from the correctness of the corresponding algorithm using atomic versions of the same objects. We show that linearizability does not suffice for this purpose when processes can exploit randomization, and we discuss the existence of alternative correctness conditions. This paper makes the following contributions:
INTRODUCTION
Linearizability is the gold standard among algorithm designers for deducing the correctness of a distributed algorithm using implemented shared objects from the correctness of the corresponding algorithm using atomic versions of the same objects. We explore this in more detail, showing that linearizability does not suffice for this purpose when processes can exploit randomization.
In an asynchronous distributed system, processes collaborate by executing an algorithm that applies operations to a collection of shared objects. If the operations on these objects are atomic, then the result of the execution is the same as some sequential execution that could arise from an arbitrary interleaving of the processes' steps. Alternatively, some objects could be replaced by a set of software methods for the different operations on those objects. Processes would then invoke the appropriate method in order to simulate the intended atomic operation. In this case, there is a finer granularity to the interleaving of process steps. Consequently, we need to be sure that each possible result (e.g., the algorithm's return value for each process) that can arise from using the software methods could also have arisen if the operations were atomic.
This requirement is ensured if the methods provided for each object constitute a linearizable implementation [9] of the object. Linearizability is an especially useful and important correctness condition because it is a local property. That is, if each object in a collection of objects is replaced by its linearizable implementation, then the result of any execution that can arise from the concurrent use of the whole collection is one that could have also happened if the objects were atomic.
Linearizable implementations, however, do not preserve the probability distribution of the possible results as we transform the atomic system to the implemented one. An adversary, which schedules process steps, can "stretch out" a method call that was originally an atomic operation, and concurrently inspect the outcome of other processes' coin flips. Based on the outcomes, the scheduler can choose between alternative executions of the ongoing method call. As we will illustrate through examples, the consequences of this additional flexibility can be powerful and subtle, allowing the behaviour of the implemented system to differ dramatically from that of the atomic system. In particular, the adversary can manipulate executions so that low-probability worst-case results in the atomic system become much more probable in the implemented system.
We will see that our ability to curtail an adversary's additional power, which it can gain when atomic objects are replaced by linearizable implementations, depends in part upon the original power of the adversary. Various adversaries have been defined in literature, differing in their ability to base scheduling decisions on the random choices made by the algorithm (see [3] for an overview of adversary models). The main results in this paper concern two adversary models. Informally, when a process is scheduled by a strong adversary, the process executes only its next atomic operation, whether on a local or a shared object. (Coins are local objects.) When a process is scheduled by a weak adversary it executes up to and including its next step on a shared object. Thus, a strong adversary can intervene between a coin flip and the next step by the same process, whereas a weak adversary cannot. Further discussion of these adversaries, including formal definitions, appears in Section 3.
Summary of contributions 1 . Several examples demonstrate that using linearizable implemented objects in place of atomic objects in randomized algorithms allows the adversary to change the probability distribution of results. Therefore, in order to safely use implemented objects in randomized algorithms, it does not suffice to simply claim that these implementations are linearizable.
2.
A new correctness condition for shared object implementations, called strong linearizability, which is strictly stronger than linearizability, is defined. We prove that a strong adversary against a randomized algorithm using strongly linearizable objects has exactly the same power as a strong adversary against the same algorithm using atomic objects. Conversely, if the set of histories that arise from a strong adversary scheduling an algorithm with implemented linearizable objects is "equivalent" to the set of histories that can arise from some strong adversary scheduling the same algorithm with atomic objects, then the former set of histories must be strongly linearizable. We also show that several known universal constructions of linearizable objects with common progress properties (e.g., wait-freedom) provide strong linearizability. Finally, we prove that strong linearizability, like linearizability, is both a local and a composable property. 3. In contrast to the situation for strong adversaries, for weak adversaries strong linearizability has no counterpart. For example, for some randomized algorithms, weak adversaries always gain additional power when strong counters (that support fetch&inc and fetch&dec operations) are replaced with "natural" linearizable implementations based on a set of base objects supporting reads, writes and load-linked/store-conditional operations. Consequently, to prevent weak adversaries from gaining additional power, the implementation of the counter would require additional base object types beyond what is necessary for linearizability. This result is obtained by a technically involved proof; it holds even for randomized implementations with fairly weak progress conditions (e.g., lock-freedom).
Randomization has become an important technique in the design of distributed algorithms; it allows us to circumvent some substantial impossibilities and complexity lower bounds of deterministic algorithms. Our results impact the design of randomized algorithms that use shared objects not directly supported through atomic primitives in hardware. First, simulating the required shared objects in software using "only" linearizable implementations can break the algorithm. Second, such algorithms are much easier to fix (using strong linearizability) if they are designed from the outset to work against strong adversaries, but not so if they are designed only to work against weak adversaries. Third, since there are strongly linearizable universal constructions using consensus objects, which can be implemented using compare&swap, any system that provides compare&swap in hardware can implement any object in a strongly linearizable way.
EXAMPLES
We begin with two examples to provide intuition and motivation, and delay the model details, which are needed for our technical results, until the next section. The examples illustrate how an adversary in a randomized algorithm gains additional power when atomic objects are replaced with implemented ones.
Atomic versus linearizable snapshots.
An n process snapshot object is a vector (x 1 , . . . , x n ) of length n that supports the atomic operations UPDATE p and SCAN p by any process p ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Operation UPDATE p (v) writes v to x p while leaving all x i , i = p unchanged; and SCAN p (v) returns the vector of values (x 1 , . . . , x n ) to p.
Initialize a snapshot object for three processes to (x p , x q , x r ) = (0, 0, 0). Suppose the processes p, q and r are executing the following code, and the adversary is trying to minimize the sum of the values returned in p's scan.
To keep the sum in p's SCAN low, the adversary can schedule either both or neither of r's UPDATE operations before p's SCAN. If the adversary is weak, the same holds for q's UPDATE operations. Thus, under the best strategy for a weak adversary, the expected value of the sum in p's SCAN is 0. If the adversary is strong, its best strategy is to schedule p's SCAN before q's second UPDATE if q's coin flip returns 1 and after if it returns −1. Thus, under the best strategy for a strong adversary, the expected value of the sum in p's SCAN is (6 − 8)/2 = −1. Now suppose instead that UPDATE and SCAN are implemented from atomic registers by the well-known wait-free linearizable algorithm due to Afek, Attiya, Dolev, Gafni, Merritt and Shavit [2] . In this algorithm, the snapshot object is implemented as an array A[1 : n] of registers. Let a collect denote a series of n atomic reads, one for each element of A, in some fixed order. To perform a SCAN, each process p repeatedly collects until either two successive collects are identical (a successful double collect), or p observes that another process, say r, has executed at least two UPDATE operations to A[r] during p's SCAN. In the second case, p returns the last SCAN written (as we explain shortly) by r during an UPDATE (a borrowed scan). To perform an UPDATE, each process r must first perform a SCAN and then write the result of the SCAN together with its UP-DATE argument into A [r] . This ensures that if a SCAN has enough failed double collects, then a borrowed SCAN is possible. With this implementation, the adversary can maneuver p, q and r as shown in Figure 1 .
In this execution, r applies a SCAN that returns a view S with sum 2 as the first part of its second UPDATE. Then, the adversary chooses where to schedule the remainder of r's second UPDATE, which is the write to A[r] of (S, 0). If q's coin flip is −1, it schedules this write after p's third collect. In this case, p will have a successful double collect, which returns a view with sum 2 + (−8) = −6. If q's coin flip is 1, the adversary schedules r's write between p's second and third collects. In this case, p will have a failed double collect but will have seen r UPDATE twice. Accordingly, p borrows r's SCAN, and so p's SCAN also returns the view S with sum 2. Thus, the adversary can force an expected sum in p's SCAN of only (−6 + 2)/2 = −2. Notice, furthermore, that only a weak adversary
Figure 1: A "bad" scheduling using an implemented linearizable snapshot.
was used to achieve this execution in the system with an implemented snapshot object.
Atomic versus linearizable registers.
Since the implemented method calls give the adversary more power than it has when operations are atomic, we might conjecture that this additional power could be curtailed by appropriately restricting the adversary. The next example shows that this is not always possible.
Let R denote a multi-valued atomic single-reader/single-writer (SRSW) register initialized to 1. Let processes w and p execute the following code:
Suppose that a strong adversary is trying to minimize the value that p reads. Then the adversary's best strategy is to have p execute its READ either before or after both of w's WRITE operations. In either case, the expected value of p's READ is 1. Now suppose, instead, that R is implemented using Vidyasankar's linearizable implementation of single-reader/single-writer (SRSW) multivalued registers from SRSW atomic bits [11] . In this construction, an array A[0 . . . ℓ] of SRSW binary registers is used to represent a register with domain {0, . . . , ℓ}. Figure 2 . (1) and p will return 0; with probability 1/2, w executed A [2] .write (1) and p will return 1. Hence the expected value returned by p's READ is 1/2.
In this example, the adversary makes all its scheduling decisions in advance; it does not exploit knowledge of the outcome of coin flips while the computation proceeds. Even reducing the power of the adversary from strong to this weakest oblivious one does not curtail its power sufficiently to retain the expected behaviour of the algorithm when R is an atomic register.
These examples motivate our central question: What is required to preserve the behaviour of a randomized algorithm when atomic operations are replaced by method calls? The rest of this paper addresses this question.
MODEL AND DEFINITIONS
We model a distributed algorithm as a fixed set P of n processes communicating via a set of globally shared objects.
Each shared object supports some set of operations. Each such operation op consists of an invocation including operation arguments, denoted inv(op), followed by a matching response including the return value, denoted rsp(op). A shared object is an instance of a type. A type is defined by a sequential specification, which determines the set of sequences of operations (and their responses) that can occur on any object of that type [9] . A sequence is valid for object O if it is in the sequential specification of the type of O. We use the term type to mean such a sequential specification; and object to mean an instance of a given type.
Each individual process executes its program by taking a sequence of steps. These steps alternate: an invocation step is followed by a matching response step. Processes also have access to independent random experiments. Let Ω be an arbitrary countable set, called the coin flip domain. A process step can invoke a flip operation (with no arguments) on a coin object, which returns a coin flip in Ω as the matching response.
Steps of processes interleave, resulting in a history, H, which is a sequence of invocation and response steps. Thus, the projection of H onto the steps of any process, p, denoted H|p, is a sequence of steps consistent with p's program. A history, H, defines a partial happens before order ≺ H on its operations, where, for operations op and op ′ , op ≺ H op ′ if and only if in H the response of op occurs before the invocation of op ′ . We say that an operation op is atomic in history H, if op's invocation is either the last step in H, or else is followed immediately in H by a matching response. (Note that in related literature, an atomic operation is typically represented by a single event. However, for technical reasons that become more clear in Section 4, the invocation/response representation is more convenient in this paper.) A history H is sequential if all operations in H are atomic (in which case ≺ H is a total order). A sequential history, H, is valid if, for any object O, the projection of H onto the steps associated with O, denoted H|O, is in the sequential specification of the type of O. The new history formed from concatenating history H to the end of history G is denoted G • H.
A shared object can be either constructed in such a way that all operations on it are atomic, or it can be implemented by simulating its operations with method calls that access a collection of base objects. In the former case, we say that the object is atomic. In the latter case, any history that arises from an algorithm that uses an implemented object O can be interpreted as a history of the same algorithm using an atomic object of the same type: For each operation op on O, inv(op) corresponds to the method invocation that simulates operation op, rsp(op) corresponds to the response of that method call, and all operations on the base objects within the method call are omitted. The set of histories of an implementation is the set of histories where processes access an object instantiated using the implementation (and nothing else).
For correctness, an interpreted history should "correspond" to one that could arise from an atomic object. This is captured by the correctness property called linearizability [9] . An operation, op, is complete in a history H if H contains both inv(op) and a matching rsp (op) . From the definition of a process, we see that every operation in H|p, except possibly the last one, is complete. A linearization of a history H is a valid sequential history H ′ that contains all completed operations of H and possibly some non-completed ones (with matching responses added), and where ≺ H ′ extends ≺ H . A history H is linearizable if it has at least one linearization. An implementation of a shared object type is linearizable if its set of histories contains only histories whose interpretations are linearizable.
Flip operations on a coin object are always atomic, and return a value from the set Ω defined earlier. The order in which steps of processes interleave is given by a schedule, which is a (possibly infinite) sequence of process IDs. History H observes schedule σ = (σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . ), if in H the i-th step is one executed by process σ i .
Schedules are generated by an adversary. Typically, adversaries take the past execution into account to schedule the next process. We are concerned primarily with two adversaries. Informally, a weak adversary cannot intervene between a flip operation and the next operation invocation by the same process. This means that in any history, any flip operation by a process p is immediately followed by an invocation step by p. In contrast, a strong adversary can use the response of the coin flip to determine which process takes the next step. The following definitions serve to unify these adversaries, and can easily be seen to capture these informal notions. An adversary is a mapping A : Ω ∞ → P ∞ . An algorithm M together with an adversary A and a coin flip vector c = (c 1 , c 2 , . . . ) ∈ Ω ∞ generates the unique history, denoted H M ,A, c , that observes the schedule A( c) and the coin flip vector c, and where all processes perform steps as dictated by M . We assume, when M uses implemented objects, that H M ,A, c denotes the interpreted history rather than the history on the base objects of the implementation.
• An adversary without additional restrictions is called an offline adversary. (An offline adversary can "see" all the coin flips in advance and can use them to make current scheduling decisions.)
• Adversary A is strong for algorithm M if, for any two coin flip vectors c and d that have a common prefix of length k,
(A strong adversary cannot use future coin flips to make current scheduling decisions.)
• Adversary A is weak for algorithm M if it is strong for algorithm M and is additionally constrained so that, in H M ,A, c , every flip by process p is followed immediately by the invocation of some operation by p. (A weak adversary cannot use future coin flips or the current coin flip to make the next scheduling decision.)
• Adversary A is oblivious if A is a constant function, that is, A( c) is the same for all c ∈ Ω ∞ . (An oblivious adversary cannot use coin flips at all to make scheduling decisions.)
A strong adversary is commonly considered in the distributed algorithm literature. Our weak adversary is similar to other adversaries in the literature, such as that assumed by Chor, Israeli and Li [4] , and further discussed by Abrahamson [1] . However, while their adversary cannot intervene between flip operations and writes, it can intervene between flips and reads. (No other atomic operations are considered.) Our goal is to compare the behaviour of systems with atomic objects to those with implemented objects, for arbitrary objects that could support stronger operations than just reads and writes. Consequently, we assume that an adversary treats all operations consistently; it cannot intervene between a flip and some operations but not others. Furthermore, always binding a flip operation to the next step of the same process, instead of binding only if that next step is a write, serves to strengthen our impossibility result for weak adversaries in Section 5.
As we compare the powers of different adversaries in the remainder of the paper, we will refer repeatedly to the following notion of equivalence: Some of the results discussed in Sections 4 and 5 refer to wellknown progress requirements. An implementation of a shared object type is wait-free if in any history, each method call incurs a finite number of steps. An implementation is lock-free if in any history, either each method call takes finitely many steps, or else infinitely many method calls complete. An implementation is terminating if in any history, either each method call takes finitely many steps, or else some process that takes finitely many steps invokes a method call that it does not complete.
STRONG ADVERSARIES
In this section, we discuss a novel technique for limiting the additional power a strong adversary may gain against an algorithm when atomic objects used by the algorithm are replaced with implemented objects.
Strong Linearizability
We define a correctness property stronger than linearizability, called strong linearizability, and prove that under any strong adversary, strongly linearizable implementations of shared objects preserve the probability space of computations of an algorithm using such objects. We also show that strong linearizability maintains locality and composability-powerful properties that facilitate algorithm design. An implementation of a shared object type is strongly linearizable if the set of histories formed by interpreting each history in the set of histories of the implementation is strongly linearizable.
Strongly linearizable implementations are sufficient.
Under strong linearizability the strong adversary is prevented from using the outcome of the flip to schedule future events in such a way that they influence the order of past operations in a linearization, because, once a coin is flipped, the operations that precede the coin flip in the linearization are already determined. This is made precise in the following theorem, the proof of which appears later in this subsection. 
holds, as noted earlier, this implies that
where H ′ is an arbitrary history in H ′ such that G ′ is a prefix of show that it also satisfies property (P). Let F ′ , G ′ ∈ H * , such that F ′ is a prefix of G ′ . Choose an arbitrary history H ′ ∈ H ′ such that G ′ is a prefix of H ′ . By construction and Claim 4.5, f (G ′ ) and f (F ′ ) are the shortest prefixes of ℓ(H ′ ) that contain all completed operations in G ′ and F ′ , respectively. Since the set of completed operations in F ′ is a subset of the completed operations in G ′ , f (F ′ ) is a prefix of f (G ′ ), completing the proof of Theorem 4.3.
Normalized strong linearizations.
Let H M ,A denote the set of all histories that are generated by an algorithm M and the adversary A over all coin flip vectors. That is H M ,A = H M ,A, c | c ∈ Ω ∞ . A natural way to try to prove Theorem 4.2 would be to apply the strong linearization function to each history in the set H M ′ ,A ′ to obtain a set H of linearizations of H M ′ ,A ′ . Then it would suffice to prove that there is a strong adversary A that can generate the histories in H .
Unfortunately, this is not always possible. For example, consider an algorithm, M , where process p (respectively, q) executes the single operation op p (resp. op q ) and process r first executes op r and then executes a flip operation, fl. Suppose a strong adversary schedules an implementation of M so that, for coin flip i ∈ {0, 1}, it produces the history:
Let G ′ be the common prefix of H ′ 0 and H ′ 1 that ends with inv(fl r ). The response of the last operation in f ′ (H) occurs in H.
Moreover, f ′ satisfies property (L): If f (H) is a linearization of H that ends with an operation op which does not complete in H, then we can remove op without destroying validity or changing the order of any of the remaining pairs of operations in f (H). Similarly, property (P) is maintained: Since removals from histories occur only at the end, such removals can only violate property (P) for a history H with prefix G, if an element is removed from f (H) that isn't removed from f (G). However, if an operation is removed from the end of f (H), then that operation does not complete during H. In this case, it also does not complete during G, so it will be removed from f (G), as well. Now suppose that f ′ satisfies (L), (P), and ( * ) after Step 1. We show that after Steps 2 and 3, the resulting mapping, which we call f * , satisfies (L), (P), and (N). Finally, assume that c f i is not in G * . Let op ′ be the last operation in G * . If op ′ is a flip, then it appears atomic in G, and thus completes in G. Otherwise, op ′ is also the last operation in f ′ (G), and thus by ( * ), op ′ completes in G. On the other hand, since c f i is a atomic but does not appear in G * , it does not appear in G, either. Since G is a prefix of H, it follows that op ′ ≺ H c f i . But then, since H * is a linearization of H|O i , op ′ ≺ H * c f i . Since op is in G * , but op ′ is the last operation in G * , op G * op ′ . By the induction hypothesis, G * |{op, op ′ } is a prefix of H * |{op, op ′ }, and so
Strong linearizability is a local property.
We could now proceed with the proof of Theorem 4.2. However, the proof is simplified by exploiting a locality property for strong linearizability. Herlihy and Wing proved the following locality property for linearizability [9] : A history H over multiple shared objects is linearizable if, for each such object O the history H|O is linearizable. Thus, to establish that any result that can arise from an algorithm using implemented objects, is a result that could be produced by the same algorithm using atomic objects, it suffices to show separately for each shared object, O, that the implementation of any algorithm over O is linearizable. The analogous property for strong linearizability is: LEMMA 4.8. A set of histories H over multiple shared objects
PROOF. Let H (k) denote the prefix of history H that has length min{k, |H|}, and let H (k) be the subset of all histories in close (H ) that have length at most k. First, we use the strong linearization functions f i for each object O i to inductively construct functions f (k) , each of which maps each history H ∈ close (H ) to a sequential history, and satisfies:
For the basis, define f (0) (H) = ε, where ε denotes the empty history. Properties (a) through (d) clearly hold for f (0) . Now consider k ≥ 1 and suppose that f (k−1) satisfies (a)-(d). Construct f (k) as follows. For any history H, if |H| < k then define f (k) (H) = f (k−1) (H). Otherwise let β be the k'th step of H, and suppose that β is applied to object O j . Since f j is a strong lineariza-
Consequently, there is a sub-history λ (possibly empty) satisfying
For this case (i.e. |H| ≥ k) define
For all k ∈ N ∪ {0}, property (c) is satisfied because f k (H) is uniquely determined by the prefix of length min{k, |H|} of H. Property (d) follows immediately from (3). We now show that properties (a) and (b) are preserved by the inductive step.
Property (a).
First consider an object O i , where i = j. Since β and all events in λ belong to operations on O j , we get:
Now consider the object O j . By definition of λ, the induction hypothesis, and construction of f (k) :
Property (b).
We first show that the projection of f (k) on H (k) satisfies property (P). Let H be an arbitrary history of length at most k, and let G be a prefix of H.
is a prefix of f (k) (H). Now consider the case |G| < k, and thus
which by the induction hypothesis is a prefix of
By (d), this is a prefix of f (k) (H).
We now prove that f (k) satisfies property (L) for every his- 
We use this sequence to define f as follows:
if |H| is finite, and
It now remains to confirm that f satisfies properties (L) and (P) of Definition 4.1.
If G is a prefix of length ℓ of some history H ∈ H , then
is a prefix of f (H), satisfying property (P). To show that f (H) satisfies property (L) first note that every operation op that completes in H completes in f (H), too: Let j be the position of the response of op in H. Then by (b) and (c),
, and so by (b), f (k) (H) extends ≺ H (k) and is valid. Clearly, the same is true for every prefix of f (H (k) ). Hence, G ′ is valid and extends ≺ H (k) , and so G ′ also extends ≺ H . We conclude that f (H) is a linearization of H. strongly linearizable. In this construction, each operation applied on the shared object is represented using a "cell" data structure. Processes cooperate to thread cells onto a list; they reach agreement on the successor of each cell through a consensus object for that cell. The linearization corresponding to the total order of the cells in this list defines a strong linearization. 3 Similarly, any implementation of a shared object obtained by wrapping a mutex around a sequential implementation is strongly linearizable. Combining this observation with known implementations of mutual exclusion using only safe registers, yields strongly linearizable implementations of any shared object using only safe registers. Strongly linearizable implementations with O(1) Remote Memory Reference (RMR) complexity are also possible using a queue-based mutex, which can be constructed using atomic registers and certain Read-Modify-Write primitives such as Fetch-AndAdd or Fetch-And-Store.
In the second general proof technique, the operations in a history H are first ordered somehow into a valid sequence S, and the proof obligation is to show that S is consistent with the "happens before" order of H. Such proofs typically do not directly translate to proofs of strong linearizability, and the corresponding implementations are frequently not strongly linearizable. Two such examples are in the introduction. Additional examples of implementations in this category include other "textbook" wait-free constructions of strong atomic registers from weaker ones. For instance, any strong adversary has less power against a randomized algorithm using atomic MRSW registers, than a particular weak adversary has against the same algorithm when the MRSW registers are replaced with Israeli and Li's linearizable construction from SRSW atomic registers [10] . Similarly, any strong adversary has less power against a randomized algorithm using atomic MRSW registers, than a weak adversary has against the same algorithm when the MRMW registers are replaced with Vitanyi and Awerbuch's linearizable construction from MRSW atomic registers [12] . The impasse is not just for register-like constructions. Herlihy and Wing [9] provide a linearizable implementation of a queue object using some readmodify-write objects where the ENQ operation but not the DEQ operation is wait-free. There is no strong linearization even for the subset of histories that occur when DEQ is constrained to be atomic. (Examples of all these situations are included in the extended version of this paper.)
WEAK ADVERSARIES
In this section we show that it is impossible to strengthen linearizability in a way that limits the power of a weak adversary to influence the result of an execution in the same sense as strong linearizability limits the power of the strong adversary, when implementations are obtained only from atomic registers and loadlinked/store-conditional. To prove this, we consider a particular algorithm that uses shared objects of a "strong counter" type. The state of this type is an integer (initially 0) and the operations supported are FETCH&INC() and FETCH&DEC(). These operations increment and decrement the counter, respectively, and also return the prior value of the counter. In the executions we will consider, operations will be invoked in such a way that the counter's value is always in [0, n] where n is the maximum number of processes.
In Figure 3 , we present a simple algorithm that uses √ n strong counters. (Throughout this section we assume that n is a perfect square.) Each process chooses one of the counters uniformly at random, then calls FETCH&INC(), and finally calls FETCH&DEC(). On the other hand, we will show that if the FETCH&INC() operations are based on a "natural" terminating (or lock-free) implementation that uses only read, write, and LL/SC operations, then for K max = Θ( √ n) there exists a weak adversary A such that
. An implementation of a type τ is natural if each instance O of the implemented object has its own set B O of base objects such that an operation on the instance O accesses only base objects in B O . Essentially all linearizable implementations of objects are natural, as otherwise the composition of multiple objects would effectively create a single new object.
Strong counters can be implemented with various progress properties from atomic read, write, and LL/SC operations. For example, a deterministic wait-free implementation can be obtained using Herlihy's universal construction [6] , with consensus objects simulated in a straightforward way from LL/SC. Given only read and write, a deterministic terminating implementation is possible using Yang and Anderson's mutual exclusion algorithm [13] . (Alternately, one can simulate LL/SC in the wait-free implementation using read and write [5] , which yields a terminating strong counter implementation from read and write only.) All these implementations are natural.
We now present our main result, stating that a weak adversary gains additional power against algorithm LOADBALANCE no matter how the strong counters are implemented from read, write, and LL/SC. The full proof of the theorem is quite complicated and given in the extended version of this paper. Here we sketch the main idea.
PROOF SKETCH. For the upper bound, observe that at the point in time when a process p makes its random choice, the expected value of the counter it chooses is at most k/ √ n, where k is the number of processes currently active. Since the weak adversary cannot intervene between p's random choice and p's FETCH&INC(), that operation's return value is at most (k − 1)/ √ n. For the lower bound, we construct for each process p a weak adversary A p that tries to "fool" p. We fix the coin flips that processes receive arbitrarily. Then we choose one process p at random, use A p for the scheduling, and obtain that the expected return value of p's FETCH&INC() is Ω(k), where k is the number of processes that randomly chose the same counter as p. Also, point contention is at most k + 1. If coin flips are uniformly random, then k is highly concentrated around √ n, so with high probability it will be Ω( √ n) but also not exceed K max .
So the main goal of the adversary A p is to make p's FETCH&INC() call return a value with expectation Ω(k). We achieve this as follows. First, we let process p take one step, which reveals the index i * of the counter it is using. Then we schedule each process q = p, one after the other. If q accesses a different counter than the one chosen by p, we let q run solo until it finishes the algorithm (after that q does not contribute to point-contention anymore). If q also chooses the counter with index i * , then we let it take exactly one step and then stall it. This way, eventually all k processes that chose the same counter as p are stalled, while all other processes are finished. Moreover, the maximum point contention encountered is at most k + 1. Now we partition the set of stalled processes into three sets. Let op q be the first (and only) operation process q executed so far. The set Q contains all processes q, where op q is not a write. The set V contains all processes q, where op q is a write to a register R to which no other process writes in its first step. Finally, W is the set of all remaining processes, which write to some register that is also written by another process. Note that the sets Q , V , and W are uniquely determined by the first steps executed by all processes, and thus by the coin flips processes use. But they are independent of the choice of p.
We make use of a positive correlation between the size of each set, and the probability with which p is from that set. Suppose Q is large, i.e., |Q | ≥ k/3. Then the probability that p ∈ Q is at least 1/3. Moreover, given that p ∈ Q , p's first operation op p is not a write, and thus leaves no "trace" (note that if it is a SC, then it fails). In this case, we stall p and let all other k − 1 processes finish their F i * .FETCH&INC() operation. After that F i * has value k − 1, so that when we finally let p finish its FETCH&INC(), its return value is k. Now suppose |V | ≥ k/3, so the probability that p ∈ V is at least 1/3. If p ∈ V , we let all processes in V run in a round-robin fashion in some predetermined order, until they have finished their algorithm. It can be argued that the choice of p among processes in V has no influence on what processes in V observe in the resulting execution. Hence, the FETCH&INC() operations of all processes in V return distinct values. Given that p ∈ V is chosen uniformly at random, p's FETCH&INC() return value has an expectation of at least (|V | − 1)/2 = Ω(k).
Finally, suppose |W | ≥ k/3. If p ∈ W , then op p is a write that was overwritten by the operation op q of some other process q (recall that p's write was scheduled before any other process took a step). Moreover, since the first operation of all other processes in V ∪ W is a write, none of these processes can have "seen" p before p was overwritten. Any process that may have seen p cannot have executed a write in its first step, so it didn't become "visible" itself.
We let all processes in V ∪ W − {p} finish their FETCH&INC call by scheduling them in a round-robin fashion. They can only see themselves, and not any process outside of this set, so they will increase the value of the counter to at least |V ∪ W | ≥ k/3. When we run p afterward, its FETCH&INC () call must return a value of Ω(k).
